Manuscript Writing/Publishing Workshop
ALL fields of research
for Researchers and Students ✦For
✦Webinar lectures
✦Free of charge
by
The Nature Research Academies Manuscript Writing/Publishing Workshop is designed to
teach you how to write and publish papers that clearly communicate your research and make an
impact. The workshop will be led by an experienced, expert lecturer from Nature Research, a division
of Springer Nature, who will provide in-depth explanations on a single topic each time. The workshop
will also be interactive, featuring a Q&A session, polling, chat, and other functions.
We look forward to your participation!

3 webinars (2 hours × 3 days)

Date

① September 21 (Wed) 1:00pm-3:00pm（Topic: Effective Academic Writing）
② September 26 (Mon) 1:00pm-3:00pm（Topic: Maximizing Discoverability）
③ September 27 (Tue) 1:00pm-3:00pm（Topic: Publication Ethics）
*This workshop will be conducted in English. Researchers/students in all fields are welcome.

Eligibility
&
Requirements

ALL researchers and students of Kyushu University who:

☑ Can respond to the Feedback Form by Nature (distributed after each session) and
the Participant Survey by the University Office (Research Planning Section)
(distributed within a few days after the workshop)
☑ Will be available to participate in all 3 webinars in principle.
After each webinar, only attendees will receive a link to the archived video
via email. In case you missed part of the webinars (e.g. you left/joined the
webinar halfway), watch the archive later. Attendees can access the archive for
30 days after the last webinar.

Capacity

Registration
Period
How to
Register

250 persons (If the number of applications exceeds the capacity, priority will be
given in this order: ①researchers, ②doctoral students, ③master‘s students, and
④undergraduate students.)

August 1 (Mon) ～ August 31 (Wed)

You can also
register from here!

Access registration form below and fill out required information.
☞ https://forms.office.com/r/hwTNrAEhsd
*3 confirmation emails (one for each webinar) will be sent after the registration.

NOTES
〇 Group registration and participation with multiple people are not allowed.
Lecturer

Dr. Jeffrey Robens （Editorial Development Manager, Nature Research）

Dr. Robens is Editorial Development Manager at Nature Research and is responsible for conducting the
Nature Research Academies—training workshops to improve publication output worldwide. He has strong
scientific qualifications with 20 years of academic experience and numerous publications and awards. He
received his PhD from the University of Pennsylvania and then worked at premier research institutes in
Singapore and Japan. Since leaving academia in 2012, he has conducted over 400 days of academic
training workshops worldwide to help researchers improve their publication quality and impact.

Contact

Research and Industrial Collaboration Promotion Department

Email：kekkesien@jimu.kyushu-u.ac.jp

